CASE STUDY

Post Office Management
Services Insurance Revenue Optimisation
Proven, four-week DaaS solution drives pricing effectiveness

“Security is a top priority for us, making
the robust security measures and
techniques that Inawisdom applied
crucial for this work to even be possible.”

Our Customer

DAVID POPE,
POST OFFICE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
HEAD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Our Customer
Post Office Management Services’ (POMS), part of the Post Office, is
responsible for the many leading insurance products offered to its
customers. These services are offered via multiple channels including the
Post Office Branches, Call Centres and Online.
The POMS Financial Services business is one of the fastest growing in the UK,
with almost 3 million customers, proving an increasingly attractive alternative
to the typical high street providers. One of the key factors behind this success
is the incredible sales growth with their travel insurance products.

Their Challenge
POMS wanted to leverage their data assets to more effectively price their
travel insurance products, focusing on increasing revenue and maximising
margin. Inawisdom were chosen to partner with POMS to help achieve this
critical ambition.
POMS Head of Business Development, David Pope commented
“We engaged Inawisdom to focus initially on our travel insurance product, to
provide key insights and recommendations into pricing strategy and quote-tosale conversion rates. Inawisdom successfully delivered this over a short period
of time by interrogating multiple sources of data using their Al platform (RAMP
deployed on AWS) undertaking extensive data preparation and then building
predictive models and visualisations. Security is a top priority for us, making
the robust security measures and techniques that Inawisdom applied crucial
for this work to even be possible.”

Increase Revenue
Increase Customer Retention
Increase Profitability

Learn more

www.inawisdom.com
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Our Solution

"Utilsiing our data and
predictive analytics

Inawisdom utilised its Predictive Analytics & Machine Learning (ML)
skills, in combination with their accelerator Al platform (RAMP) to
examine the drivers behind customer conversion rates for their
travel insurance products. RAMP allowed Inawisdom to rapidly
provide a secure data lake for storage of anonymised customer data,

expertise enabled us to
deliver some truly
transformational outcomes
in quote prediction"

as well as an environment where ML techniques were visualised.
A supervised ML approach was used by training the model with
a large volume of travel insurance quotes. With further model
refinement, an extremely high level of accuracy for quote conversion
prediction was achieved. The real business insights were understood
by identifying the key features which affect conversion rates.

Neil Miles, CEO, Inawisdom

Using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) it was possible to provide
the visualisation of the multi-dimensional predictive model built.
Feature importance was deployed to discover key factors behind the
prediction of customer behaviour, these features were vital in
predicting quote conversion.

The Result
Inawisdom provided a quote conversion predictive model with
high levels of accuracy for the online channel. Combined with the
feature importance analysis this enabled Inawisdom to make key
recommendations for significant performance improvement of
the travel insurance business.

“I found the experience to be very
professionally managed, with Inawisdom
bringing the skills, experience and thought
leadership needed to make this opportunity
a reality for us.”
David Pope, POMS.

About Us
Inawisdom is a leading specialist in
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning (ML). We enable customers to
rapidly discover and deliver business
differentiation from their data assets to
drive true value. Inawisdom is an Amazon
Web Services (AWS) Premier Consulting
Partner and Machine Learning Global
Launch Competency Partner, serving
global businesses in a broad range of
industries, across UK and EMEA.
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